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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to de ne a simple model and discuss the main

1. Introduction

this opinion. Moreover, if the motion of the structure
is not correctly transmitted to the sensor, due to poor
mating conditions, it cannot be truly measured and
may cause inaccurate data. Two important mounting
parameters, which a ect the signal transmissibility
and FRF quality, are shown in the simpli ed diagram
in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 1(b), the nonrigid coupling of the accelerometer to the structure
can cause a measured acceleration that cannot be a
representative of the structure [6]. In Figure 1(b), A is
the accelerometer; M is a means of mounting; as is the
acceleration of the structure; and aA is the acceleration
sensed by the accelerometer.
According to the military and civil standards [7,8], method of mounting and condition of
mounting surface should be stated in any report. There
are several di erent mounting methods available such
as stud, wax, magnet, etc. [8]. The reliability of
the measured results from modal testing depends not
only on the basic features of the accelerometer (i.e.,

Accelerometer;
Mounting dynamics;
Signal
transmissibility;
Modal testing.

e ects of the use of the sensors with imperfect mounting in experimental measurements.
This paper presents a theoretical and experimental investigation into the e ects of di erent
mounting methods of accelerometers on signal transmissibility in modal testing. In the
theoretical part, a 2-Degree-Of Freedom (2-DOF) model is used, where the rst DOF
accounts for the accelerometer seismic mass and Piezo-crystal and the second DOF
represents the mounting interface dynamics. An experimental modal analysis is conducted
on a simple steel free-free beam using impact hammer excitation. The time domain signals
and Frequency Response Functions (FRFs) are measured in the cases of magnet, wax, and
stud mounting. It is found that the method of mounting has a signi cant e ect on damping
rates of measured responses. Although natural frequencies undergo no important changes,
the quality of measured FRFs is degraded considerably.
© 2017 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

The technique of attaching contact-type sensors (such
as accelerometers) can have a signi cant e ect on the
sensed signal quality in an experimental measurement.
When the accelerometers are not installed properly
on the surface of the test structure, erroneous signals
would be produced, which will signi cantly degrade
the measurement accuracy [1-3]. In general, sensor
mounting dynamics are ignored in modal testing based
on the assumption that they have negligible e ect on
output response, compared to the other factors such
as mass loading [4,5]. There is no known reason for
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Figure 1. Two important parameters a ecting

transmissibility: (a) Surface irregularities and (b) poor
mounting.

type, manufacturer, etc.), but also on the way it is
attached to the test structure. The recommended
mounting method depends upon the dynamic measurement requirements, such as frequency range, mounting
location, prohibitions, accessibility, and temperature.
It is widely known [9] that the accelerometer
attachment techniques have a signi cant e ect on its
mounted resonance and frequency response characteristics. Bowers et al. [10] studied the e ectiveness of
di erent mounting methods on the mounted resonance
of an accelerometer and accuracy and repeatability of
data. Peres et al. [11] overviewed some of the common
problems related to mounting and dynamic coupling
between shaker, stinger, and test object that are
typically encountered in experimental measurements.
Colombo et al. [12] investigated the e ects of di erent
couplant materials on measured frequency responses
and proposed the \plasticine" material for attaching
accelerometers to the surface of the structures.
The importance of accelerometer modeling for
calibration purposes has been discussed in few studies [13,14]. Link et al. [15] proposed a model comprised
of a linear, second-order di erential equation with
unknown coecients. Taubner et al. [16] showed that
the coupled mechanical system of the accelerometer
with the armature could be described as a two-mass
oscillator, one mass being the seismic mass and the
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second mass being the sum of the armature and the
transducer base. Bruns et al. [17] performed more
detailed measurements integrated with 2-DOF modeling for accelerometer and its mounting, which led to a
better understanding of what happened in [16].
Although accelerometers have had widespread use
in vibration sensing purposes, one aspect of their application has drawn minor attention, namely, the e ect
of the mounting dynamics on the measured structural
response [18]. To the best of the authors' knowledge,
the dependence of the vibration transmissibility and
FRF quality on the accelerometer mounting method
has not yet been studied. This study investigates the
e ects of mounting dynamics on the response of a
typical structure in the time and frequency domains,
separately. Since di erent mounting techniques may
a ect transmissibility, it is necessary to understand well
the mechanics of mounting. The mechanics of a nonrigid mount and their e ect on signal transmission and
response ampli cation should be examined.

2. The mechanics of mounting
A simpli ed 2-DOF model is shown in Figure 2(a),
which is considered for studying some important e ects
of neglecting interface dynamics.
As it can be seen from Figure 2, the accelerometer
and its mounting interface are modeled separately
as 1-DOF systems. The accelerometer parameters
are seismic mass, ms ; piezo-crystal sti ness, ks ; and
piezo-crystal damping coecient, cs . When mounting
dynamics are included, the model appears as shown
in Figure 2(a). Considering the possibility of relative motion between the test structure and the base
of the accelerometer, the mounting interface having
additional elastic properties could also be modeled
by a spring of sti ness, km , and damping coecient,
cm . The accelerometer base mass is denoted by mb .
When the mounting dynamics are neglected, the 1DOF model shown in Figure 2(b) will be obtained.

Figure 2. A simpli ed model to study the e ects of mounting: (a) With mounting dynamics and (b) without mounting
dynamics.
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Note that, in the latter case, the excitation motion,
y(t), is directly applied to the accelerometer whereas,
in the former case, it is applied through the interface.
In Figure 2(a), a cutaway of a typical accelerometer is
shown for the convenience of the reader.
Transmission of signals from test object onto the
accelerometer is good only when the mounting interface
allows to. If the motion of the structure is taken as the
forced oscillation, y = y0 sin !t, then mb and ms can go
vibrated in the general form of xb = xb0 sin(!t ) and
xs = xs0 sin(!t
), respectively. Now, the equations
of motion can be described by the di erential equation
system:
ms xs + cs (x_ s

x_ b ) + ks (xs

xb ) = 0;

mb xb + cm (x_ b

y_ ) + km (xb

y) cs (x_ s

ks (xs

xb ) = 0:

(1)
x_ b )

(2)

By de ning the operator D = dtd , Eqs. (1) and (2) can
be rewritten as:
(ms D2 + cs D + ks )xs = (cs D + ks )xb ;
(3)
[mb D2 + (cm + cs )D + km + ks ]xb
= (cs D + ks ) xs + (cm D + km ) y:

(4)

Converting Eqs. (3) and (4) into the frequency domain,
(D  i!) yields:

The absolute displacement transmissibility, TAD , is
de ned as:
x (!)
km ks
TAD = s0 =
:
2
y0 (!) (ks ms ! )(ks+ km mb !2 ) (ks )2 (9)
q

x (!)
TAD = s0 = 
y0 (! )

= (ics ! + ks )xs (!) + (icm ! + km )y(!): (6)
By combining Eqs. (5) and (6), the system frequency
transfer function is expressed by Eq. (7) as shown in
Box I.
For analysis, damping of piezoelectric crystal, cs ,
is neglected in this model, because accelerometers have
very low damping factors [19]. On the other hand, in
basic calculations of piezoelectric e ect, it is not usual
to consider damping ratios [20]. Also, by assuming
mounting damping, cm , close to zero, it is concluded
that:


km ks
xs (!)
=
:
y(!)
(ks ms !2 )(ks + km mb !2 ) (ks )2 (8)

1



!
!s

2  

1
1



!
!m

2

+r



ks
km ,

the

:
r (10)

The relationship between the transmissibility, TAD ,
excitation frequency, !, accelerometer resonance frequency, !s , mounting resonance frequency, !m , and
sti ness ratio, r, is obvious in Eq. (10). !s is the
resonance frequency of the accelerometer measured in
free space and it would be di erent if mounted on a
structure. The mounted resonant frequency, !m , of
this system will de nitely be lower than that of the
accelerometer alone. The parameter r is the sti ness
ratio of piezoelectric crystal to the mounting interface.
In rigid mounting condition (Figure 2(b)), the
principle of operation of an accelerometer can be
explained by a seismic mass, ms , attached to a piezocrystal with sti ness ks and damping cs that is, in
turn, attached to the structure. Therefore, Eq. (7) is
simpli ed to the following frequency transfer function:
xs (!)
(ics ! + ks )
=
:
y(!) ( ms !2 + ics ! + ks )

( ms !2 + ics ! + ks )xs (!) = (ics ! + ks )xb (!); (5)
[ mb !2 + i(cm + cs )! + km + ks ]xb (!)

q

By de ning !s = mkss , !m = kmmb , and r =
dimensionless form of Eq. (9) is obtained:

(11)

Again, by considering zero value for the damping
of piezoelectric crystal, cs , the absolute displacement
transmissibility in this case takes the form:
x (!)
TAD = s0
=
y0 (! ) 1

1



!
!s

2 :

(12)

One may consider that the displacement transmissibility is achieved in Eqs. (10) and (12) while the
measured responses refer to the acceleration. This
poses no problem as acceleration and displacement
are only two di erent forms of presenting the same
response. Multiplying the numerator and denominator
of Eqs. (10) and (12) by !2 yields the acceleration
transmissibility, which has no di erence with displacement transmissibility.





(icm ! + km )(ics ! + ks )
xs (!)
=
:
y (! )
( ms !2 + ics ! + ks )[ mb !2 + i(cm + cs )! + ks + km ] (ics ! + ks )2
Box I

(7)
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To determine the response ampli cation, RA, in
di erent mounting conditions, the ratio xs0 =xs0 represents the accelerometer response ampli cation when
mounting dynamic e ects are considered for a harmonic
excitation:
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Using appropriate values for r and !m in di erent
mounting conditions can yield di erent transmissibility
values. !s is the same for all mounting conditions. The
process of choosing suitable values for !m , !s , and r
is argued in Appendix. Assuming !s as a constant
quantity, it can be possible to do parametric study
on r, !m , and ! using MATLAB software. Figure 3
shows the absolute displacement transmissibility due
to four di erent mounting conditions corresponding
to Eqs. (10) and (12) up to fmax = 3 kHz for the
parameter values given in Table 1. Choosing fmax =
3 kHz in numerical simulation is not a special selection
and it could be selected of frequencies higher than
3 kHz. Interpretation of the results could be easier
when the values of the response ratios are compared for
various mounting conditions at di erent frequencies.
In rigid condition, the mount responds in a way that
the accelerometer response almost entirely reproduces

the input acceleration. Under the other conditions, the
mount distorts the response, which may in fact make
the recorded data worthless.
Figure 4 shows three curves of response amplication for stud, wax, and magnet mounting methods, corresponding to Eq. (13). Ampli cation of the
response for the three di erent mounting conditions,
which is derived from Figure 4, is given in Table 1 at
two di erent frequencies of !1 = 2  1000 rad/sec
and !2 = 2  3000 rad/sec. This ampli cation,
which is obvious in magnet mounting, is attributed to
the relative motion among test structure, base mass,
and seismic mass. In these mounting conditions, the
accelerometer response is a compound of test structure
and accelerometer base vibrations.
As it is evident from Figure 4, the stud mounting
has the minimum ampli cation of the response. This
means that, according to Eq. (13), the structural
response has the minimum deviation in stud mounting
from a rigid mounting. The wax and magnet mounting
methods are in the subsequent places. The stud mounting method also has the minimum signal transmission
(Figure 3), which means, in turn, the input excitation
amplitude is transmitted to the accelerometer with a
minimum variation. In other words, minimum relative
motion exists between seismic mass and test structure
according to Eq. (10). The wax and magnet mounting
methods are again in next places.

Figure 3. Transmissibility in four di erent mounting

Figure 4. Response ampli cation in three non-rigid
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mounting conditions.

conditions.

Table 1. Estimation of simulation parameters for the second-order model.
Mounting ! rad  ! rad  r
Ampli cation at 
Ampli cation at 
m sec
s sec
rad
method
!1 = 2  1000 sec !2 = 2  3000 rad
sec
Rigid
Stud
Wax
Magnet

2  60000
2  60000
2  60000
2  60000

|
2  40000
2  30000
2  20000

|
1
10
20

1
1.001
1.004
1.008

1
1.008
1.036
1.078
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It is clear from theoretical analysis that the
method of mounting has signi cant e ects on vibration
transmissibility and signal ampli cation, especially at
higher frequencies. The ability of coupling the motion
depends highly upon the method of mounting. In other
words, the quality of the attachment a ects the nature
of the transmissibility and response ampli cation. The
analogy on this section can be extended to include
other situations where mating surfaces are prevented
from ideal contact, such as when foreign particles
are entrapped between mating surfaces or even when
other types of surface irregularities exist. All of these
poor mounting conditions can degrade the measured
response of the accelerometer and make the FRF of the
test structure deviate as shown in the next sections.

3. Experiment
Figure 5(a) shows the test set-up for measuring the
dynamic response of the steel beam. The suspended
free-free beam of dimensions 500  40  12 mm3 and
mass of 1.88 kg is excited by means of an impact
hammer. A SKIL® model LC-01A impulse hammer
with nylon tip is used to generate the impacts. It
is equipped with force sensor model CL-YD-303 with
measuring range up to 2000 N to measure the excitation
force. Six impacts are generated for each case to have

a reliable sample of signals. As shown in Figure 5(b)
and (c), YE6268-36 from SINOCERA Piezotronics
Inc. was used as dynamic data acquisition system to
simultaneously record the force and acceleration using
YE7600 software. Signal processing has been performed by using N -modal software from SINOCERA.
The accelerometers are SINOCERA Piezotronics
Inc. type CA-YD-1181, which have high sensitivity,
low transverse sensitivity, and a broadband frequency
range of 1-10000 Hz. They weigh about 10 g and
are connected through coaxial cables. These IEPE,
small-size accelerometers are mounted symmetrically
on both ends and midpoint of the beam using three
basic mounting methods, namely, wax, magnet, and
stud, as shown in Figure 6. It is a common practice
to use superglue for most applications. However,
superglue is not implemented in this research due to
some diculties encountered in removing and cleaning
the sensors. The sampling rate was taken to be 2 kHz
and the duration of recorded signals was 2.5 sec.

4. Results
In this section, the quality of measurements related
to the mounting e ects of the accelerometers are
assessed in terms of structural response in the time
and frequency domains and natural frequencies.

Figure 5. (a) Free-free beam. (b) Modal lab environment. (c) YE6268-36 dynamic data acquisition system.

Figure 6. Mounting methods: (a) Wax, (b) magnet, (c) and (d) stud.
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4.1. Structural response in the time domain

Structural responses from time domain measured by
accelerometers are presented in Figures 7 to 9. The
prominent aspect in these gures is the presence of
di erent response damping rates in three mounting
situations.
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4.2. Structural response in the frequency
domain

Modal Indication Function (MIF) for the three cases
is shown in Figure 10. From a practical point of
view, comparison of the measured FRFs is a suitable
way to assess the quality of the di erent mounting
methods. If the mounting is not considered carefully,
the measured response may be severely distorted as
shown in Figure 10(a) and (b). In extreme cases,
the recordings may be even worthless. Low noise
and increasing quality of the MIF graph are clearly
visible for stud mounting in Figure 10(c). Figure 11
shows all the measured frequency responses for a better
comparison.

4.3. Natural frequencies

Table 2 represents the results for the rst and second
natural frequencies of the steel beam obtained from the
Finite Element Method (FEM) and experimental measurements. It is found that the method of mounting has
no signi cant e ect on modes of vibration and there are
no considerable changes in natural frequencies.

Figure 7. Measured time response (magnet mounting).

5. Discussion
The primary objective of this research is to investigate
the e ects of the accelerometer mounting dynamics on
signal transmissibility and quality of the experimental
measurements. For this purpose, a simple lumped
mass model is developed for numerical simulations of
signal transmission and response ampli cation for three
mounting methods. Then, the experimental modal
analysis is performed to observe mounting e ects on the
measured response quality. The obtained results from
two approaches are in good conformity with each other
in such a way that the stud mounting, for example,
has the minimum ampli cation of response (Figure 4).
This means that, according to Eq. (13), the structural
response has the minimum deviation in stud mounting
from a rigid mounting. The wax and magnet mounting
methods are in the subsequent places. The stud mounting method also has the minimum signal transmission
(Figure 3), which means, in turn, the input excitation
amplitude is transmitted to the accelerometer with
a minimum variation. In other words, minimum
relative motion exists between the seismic mass and
test structure according to Eq. (10). The wax and
magnet mounting methods are again in next places.

Figure 8. Measured time response (wax mounting).

Figure 9. Measured time response (stud mounting).

Table 2. Natural frequencies in di erent mounting methods.
Natural frequency (Hz)
Mode#
FEM Magnet %Di
Wax %Di
Stud %dD
1
2

243.54
670.90

246.02
674.54

1.00
0.54

247.80
665.77

1.72
{0.77

246.75
669.95

1.30
{0.14
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Figure 10. Measured frequency responses: (a) Magnet, (b) wax, and (c) stud.
bodies. The mounting wax is very comfortable to use;
however, the more wax between surfaces, the greater
will be the degradation of transmissibility. Magnetic
mounting adapters are used to connect accelerometers to ferromagnetic surfaces such as machinery and
structures where the instrument is to be commuted
easily from point to point. Most magnetic adaptors
are massive and they are useful only for low-frequency
measurements.

6. Conclusion
Figure 11. Measured frequency responses.
On the other hand, experimentally measured
data are in good agreement with simulation results.
Non-ideal mounting condition decreases the mounting
sti ness and increases the response ampli cation and
relative motion, causing time responses to decay slowly.
It can be seen from Figures 7 to 9 that the highest
damping rate belongs to the stud mounting. The stud
mounting is much sti er than the two other mounting
methods. Thus, it undergoes slight relative motion and
the response damps down rapidly (Figure 9). These
small relative motions lead to a lower distortion and
noise in frequency response in the stud mounting case
as well (Figure 10(c)). But, in other cases, especially
in the magnet mounting, the damping rate is lower
due to the higher response ampli cation. The origin
of the deviation in Figure 10(a) and (b) is the relative
motion between the structure and the accelerometer.
Thus, the frequency responses show higher deviations
when the mounting rigidity decreases, and choosing the
optimum mounting method will considerably improve
the accuracy.
As it is evident from Figure 11, the preferred
method for attaching an accelerometer is the stud
mounting. This method yields the best results, because the accelerometer and test surface are essentially
fused together by clamping force of the elastic stud,
certifying accurate duplication of the motion of both

In experimental modal analysis, it is usually assumed
that the mounting condition, which is supposed to be
rigid, faithfully transmits the response of the structure
to the accelerometers. However, the current results
show that this assumption is not valid for all mounting
situations. The numerical simulation predicts that
the mounting interface changes the signal transmissibility as well as amplifying the response, and this
phenomenon introduces errors into the measured FRFs
as seen in the experimental section. The experimental
results show that the damping rates of output signals
and quality of FRFs depend on the way the accelerometer is attached to the test structure, and neglecting
the mounting dynamics can lead to a deviated and
undesirable measured structural response in the time
and frequency domains. To achieve the best measurement conditions in modal testing, it is important
that the mounting surface of the accelerometers should
be tightly coupled with the test surface, especially at
higher frequencies. The model used in this paper is
admittedly a rather simple one; but, it is applicable to
a certain class of sensors and their mounting conditions.
Theoretical modeling and parametric study combined
with experimentally measured data have led to better
understanding of mounting problems.
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Appendix
The ability to estimate the transmissibility permits to
characterize the accelerometer input-output behavior
in the time and frequency domains. There is no known
criterion to quantify the parameters of the simulation
in this case and explicit parameters are impossible to
identify due to vast variation in mounting conditions
and structures that may be subjected to testing.
Hence, it cannot exactly indicate the transmissibility.
However, one can determine the transmissibility of
motion with some degrees of approximation.
The frequency response curve of accelerometer
type CA-YD-1181 is shown in Figure A.1, in which the
mounting resonance frequency, fm , is about 40 kHz
for stud mounting (!m = 2fm ). Wax mounting is
sti er than magnet mounting, but both of them are

Figure A.1. Frequency response of SINOCERA
accelerometer type CA-YD-1181 [21].
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Figure A.2. Typical frequency response of an

accelerometer mounted with a thin layer of wax [8].

in wax and magnet mounting conditions, respectively.
It should be pointed out that the quantifying process
for parameter r is arbitrary. It is derived from the
main aim of the simulation, which is to nd the
transmissibility of mounting methods relative to each
other. One might choose di erent values of sti ness
ratio, r, for these three methods of mounting; but,
these values must be increased from stud to magnet
mounting methods anyway.
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